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Abstract

Language Models today provide a high accu-
racy across a large number of downstream tasks.
However, they remain susceptible to adversarial
attacks, particularly against those where the ad-
versarial examples maintain considerable sim-
ilarity to the original text. Given the multi-
lingual nature of text, the effectiveness of ad-
versarial examples across translations and how
machine translations can improve the robust-
ness of adversarial examples remain largely
unexplored. In this paper, we present a compre-
hensive study on the robustness of current text
adversarial attacks to round-trip translation. We
demonstrate that 6 state-of-the-art text-based
adversarial attacks do not maintain their effi-
cacy after round-trip translation. Furthermore,
we introduce an intervention-based solution 1

to this problem, by integrating Machine Trans-
lation into the process of adversarial example
generation and demonstrating increased robust-
ness to round-trip translation. Our results indi-
cate that finding adversarial examples robust to
translation can help identify the insufficiency
of language models that is common across lan-
guages, and motivate further research into mul-
tilingual adversarial attacks.

1 Introduction

Language models, despite their remarkable success
across tasks, have shown to be vulnerable to ad-
versarial examples, which are inputs designed to
be similar to the model’s native data inputs, but
crafted with small modifications to fool the model
during inference. These examples can be classified
correctly by a human observer, but often mislead
a target model, providing an insight into their ro-
bustness to adversarial inputs (Chen and Liu, 2023;

1Code for the paper: https://github.com/
neelbhandari6/NMT_Text_Attack.
Emails: Neel Bhandari: neelbhandari64@gmail.com
Pin-Yu Chen: pin-yu.chen@ibm.com

Chen and Hsieh, 2023). They are essential in un-
derstanding key vulnerabilities in models across a
variety of applications (Chen and Das, 2023).

ML models are being increasingly deployed
commercially for translation. A special form of
translation is round trip translation, which focuses
on translating a given text from one language to the
second and back to the first. Round trip translation
has been increasingly used in several research areas,
including correcting grammatical errors (Lichtarge
et al., 2019; Madnani et al., 2012), evaluating ma-
chine translation models (Crone et al., 2021; Cao
et al., 2020; Moon et al., 2020), paraphrasing (Guo
et al., 2021) and rewriting questions (Chu et al.,
2020). It is also used extensively as part of the
quality assurance process in critical domains such
as medical, legal and market search domains. The
use of ML models in these critical domains means
that they have to be tested by robust adversarial
attacks to make for safe and reliable commercial
deployment. Given the importance of round trip
translation, we are motivated to study its effects on
current adversarial attacks.

We summarise our contributions as follows:

• We demonstrate that round trip translation
can be used as a cheap and effective defence
against current textual adversarial attacks. We
show that 6 state-of-the-art adversarial text
attacks suffer an average performance loss of
66%, rendering most examples generated non-
adversarial.

• However, we find that round-trip translation
defensive capabilities can be bypassed by our
proposed attack-agnostic algorithm that pro-
vides machine translation intervention to in-
crease robustness against round-trip transla-
tion.We find it provides minimal difference in
quantification metrics to the original, which
shows our method finds a new set of robust
and high-quality text adversarial examples
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against neural machine translation (NMT).

2 Related Works

(Papernot et al., 2017) proposed a white box ad-
versarial attack that repeatedly modified the in-
put text till the generated text fooled the classifier.
This method, although effective in principle, did
not maintain semantic meaning of the sentence.
(Ebrahimi et al., 2018) and (Samanta and Mehta,
2017) proposed gradient-based solutions involving
token based changes and searching for important
words. These methods, however, did not prove
to be scalable and lacked robust performance. It
was followed by methods such as character replace-
ment (Ribeiro et al., 2018), phrase replacement and
word scrambling. These techniques, however, fail
to maintain semantic consistency with the origi-
nal input. (Jia et al., 2019) introduced adding dis-
tracting sentences to the reading comprehension
task. (Jin et al., 2020) propose TextFooler which
generates adversaries using token-level similarity
and is bound by axiomatic constraints. (Lei et al.,
2019) propose paraphrasing attacks using discrete
optimization. (Garg and Ramakrishnan, 2020) in-
troduce BAE, which uses masked-language mod-
elling to generate natural adversarial examples for
the text. Recent works in adversarial attacks on
NMT include (Cheng et al., 2019) using gradient
based adversarial inputs to improve robustness of
NMT models, and (Zhang et al., 2021) proposed a
novel black-box attack algorithm for NMT systems.
However, none of these works target round-trip
translation, and do not demonstrate attack agnostic
capabilities.

3 NMT-Text-Attack

In order to generate adversarial examples robust to
round-trip translation, we propose an intervention-
based attack-agnostic method that only requires ac-
cess to a neural machine translation(NMT) model,
shown in Algorithm 1. We employ a generic tem-
plate used by standard state-of-the-art adversarial
attack examples in order to showcase the attack-
agnostic capabilities. From (Li et al., 2019; Jin
et al., 2020; Ren et al., 2019; Garg and Ramakrish-
nan, 2020; Gao et al., 2018) it can be seen that the
attacks follow a two section split. The first section
is word importance ranking, and the second section
deals with word replacement and constraint evalua-

Algorithm 1: NMT-Text-Attack
Input :Sentence S = [w1, w2, .., wn],

Ground truth label Y , Victim
Model V , Machine Translation
model M , User-Specific
Constraints C, Attack A

Output :Adversarial Example Xadv

1 Phase I - Word Importance Ranking
2 Call attack A
3 Initialize edge weights
4 for each word wi in S do
5 Compute Importance score Ii from A
6 Sort words in descending order into list W
7 Phase 2 - Word Replacement
8 # Word Replacement Strategy
9 for each word wi in W do

10 Predict Top-K replacements for wi

using A and store in R = [r1, r2, .., rk]
11 for each word wi in W do
12 Replace wi with rj in S to make

Xadv

13 Round-Trip-Translate Xadv with k
language(s) using M to make
T = [t1, t2, .., tp] where ti is Xadv

translated through language i
14 Evaluate classification scores for

T = [t1, t2, .., tp] using V ,
removing examples that do not
maintain adversarial sentiment

15 for each ci ∈ C do
16 Apply constraint ci to each

ti ∈ T
17 Select best ti ∈ T w.r.t constraints

C and store as Xadv

18 return Xadv

tion, where NMT-Text-Attack is introduced along
with the original algorithm’s constraints.

I. Word Importance Selection. This section
initially involves pre-processing the input sentence
with techniques such as removing stop words etc.
This is followed by analysing the most important
keywords in the target sentence using several tech-
niques, ranging from the input deletion method, to
probability weighted word saliency. These meth-
ods are specific to the adversarial attack chosen
to be integrated with NMT-Text-Attack. For ex-
ample, TextFooler uses the input deletion method.
Once the most important words are learnt, attack
algorithms look for replacements through synonym



search or by replacing individual characters of the
original input word to make an adversarial candi-
date.

II. Constraint Evaluation. We introduce the
machine translation task in this section. First, we
predict the Top-K replacements for each word wi

in word importance ranking list W and substitute
them in the sentence S iteratively (Step 12). We
then implement round-trip translation on these sen-
tences for k languages, where k is specified by
the user (Step 13). On collecting the candidate
sentences, we evaluate them on the sentiment clas-
sification model V and remove all examples that do
not maintain the adversarial sentiment post round-
trip translation (Step 14). Finally, we apply the
algorithm-specific constraints C on the collected fi-
nal sentences T , and select the best candidate based
on their similarity score with respect to the original
sentence.

This is followed by applying algorithm-specific
constraints C such as semantic similarity to orig-
inal input on replacement, POS tag preservation
etc.

4 Evaluation

For performance evaluation, we consider using a
range of algorithms from the TextAttack library
(Morris et al., 2020).

4.1 Dataset and Victim Model

We use the Rotten Tomatoes Movie Reviews and
Yelp Polarity datasets to perform sentiment analy-
sis. We sample 1000 random examples from the
test set of each of these mentioned datasets and run
our experiments on them. For our Victim Model,
we use the Bidirectional Encoder Representations
from Transformers (BERT) model (Devlin et al.,
2019).

4.2 Current Attacks are not Robust to
Round Trip Translation

We run 6 adversarial attacks on the Movie Reviews
Dataset and analyse their robustness to round-trip
translation, as shown in Figure 1. We analyse them
against 3 languages – Spanish, German and French
through the EasyNMT library (see Appendix for
more details). On round-trip translating the ad-
versarial examples, we test the resultant examples
against the classification model.

Figure 1: Percentage of non-robust examples flagged by
at least k language combination

On the y-axis, we provide the percentage of
non-robust examples to at least k out of m = 3 lan-
guages. Formally, if k is the number of languages
used in tandem, N is the number of examples in
total, ya is the original prediction before round
trip translation and ŷa is the prediction after
round-trip translation by translation model M and
victim model V , then the y-axis is defined as Y =
1
N

∑N
a=1 1{at least k languages have ya ̸= ŷa},

where 1{E} is an indicator function such that it is
one when the event E is true and zero otherwise.

We see that on average, over 66% of the exam-
ples generated originally by the attack are rendered
non-adversarial on round-trip translation with at
least one language (k = 1). BAE remains the most
robust to translations, while TextFooler remains the
least robust. On increasing the number of language
combinations taken (k > 1), we see that there is a
decrease in effectiveness of round trip translation
as a defense against the adversarial examples, how-
ever there is still significant loss in attack success
rate. This is because when you add more languages
as a constraint, there is an increased chance that at
least one of the constrained languages is robust to
round-trip translation for any example. This pro-
vides considerable evidence that round trip transla-
tion can be used as a cheap and effective defense,
and motivates the question of whether there exists
text adversarial examples robust to round-trip trans-
lation. In the following sections, We evaluate the
robustness of our proposed NMT-Text-Attack as
shown in Algorithm 1.

4.3 NMT-Text-Attack Results

We analyse the results of incorporating NMT-Text-
Attack into existing attacks across the mentioned
datasets. We evaluate the attack on its success
rate with respect to the attacks’ native success rate



Table 1: Success Rate (%) of NMT-Text-Attack Rel-
ative to when Original Attack Success Rate is 100%
(Replacement generation limit=40)

Dataset TextFooler+NMT TextBugger+NMT PWWS+NMT
MR 70.7 74.7 69.4
Yelp 60.0 71.4 68.8

Table 2: Sentence similarity analysis on Yelp and Movie
Reviews (MR) Datasets

Dataset Attack USE Jaccard BERT
Yelp TextBugger 0.93 0.79 0.95

TextFooler 0.93 0.81 0.97
PWWS 0.93 0.85 0.97
TextBugger + NMT 0.94 0.848 0.9715
TextFooler + NMT 0.82 0.724 0.956
PWWS + NMT 0.83 0.645 0.9265

MR TextBugger 0.93 0.79 0.95
TextFooler 0.813 0.715 0.953
PWWS 0.85 0.77 0.96
TextBugger + NMT 0.91 0.68 0.92
TextFooler + NMT 0.82 0.724 0.956
PWWS + NMT 0.83 0.645 0.9256

without NMT-Text-Attack. Note that, through our
novel intervention-based algorithm, we are able to
guarantee 100% robustness to back-translation on
the user’s selected language(s). This is because
our algorithm (line 14) introduces a strict con-
straint to only allow examples that are robust to
back-translation to be selected as candidates for
the attack, which leads to significant increase over
the original algorithm’s robustness to round-trip
translation. This guarantee is important as it helps
achieve high-quality robustness in multilingual set-
tings, which no existing adversarial attack can pro-
vide. Table 1 shows that to meet this criteria, NMT-
Text-Attack is successful on average 30% less ex-
amples than it’s original counterpart.

While this loss may seem significant, we believe
this is justified for two reasons. First, this loss
comes with a 100% success in robustness to round-
trip translation coupled with attack success. This
is critical in commercial settings where deployed
models need to have confident outputs in the face
of several language translations. Secondly, in Fig-
ure 2, we see that there is considerable scope to
increase the number of robust examples available
simply by increasing the replacement limit. We set
our replacement limit at 40 for our experiments,
and Figure 2 demonstrates that scaling the number
of replacements significantly increases number of
available robust examples.

We also provide a quantitative analysis of our
model by analysing the adversarial examples gener-

Figure 2: Replacement vs. Robust Examples

ated against the original attack in Table 2. Univer-
sal Sentence Encoder (Cer et al., 2018) with cosine
similarity, along with Jaccard Similarity are used
as similarity metrics, while BERT Score (Zhang
et al., 2020) is used to analyse meaning preserva-
tion. We notice that there is little variation in the
effectiveness of the algorithms when it comes to
meaning preservation and similarity, which shows
that our proposed intervention, while increasing
robustness significantly, maintains the quality of
the original attack. Examples of adversarial ex-
amples on sentences have been mentioned in the
Appendix.

4.4 Ablation Study

In this section, we provide an ablation study to
substantiate the performance of our algorithm. In
this study, we provide TextFooler with NMT-Text-
Attack with 2 ’seen’ languages and test its perfor-
mance with an ’unseen’ language. A ’seen’ lan-
guage is defined as one which model is provided
with as constraints for adversarial examples to sat-
isfy,as shown in Algorithm 1. An ’unseen’ lan-
guage, consequently, is one which the model has
not added as a constraint, hence does not guaran-
tee 100% robustness against. The three languages
we use are French, German, and Spanish. We
alternate between using two of the languages as
’seen’, and one as ’unseen’. We compare this with
the performance of TextFooler without NMT-Text-
Attack on the unseen languages in Table 3. We
observe that TextFooler with NMT-Text-Attack out-
performs TextFooler without NMT-Text-Attack on



Table 3: Performance of NMT-Text-Attack on unseen
language

Seen Languages Unseen Language TextFooler +NMT TextFooler w/o NMT
French and German Spanish 72.9% 50.61
French and Spanish German 74.08% 51.97
German and Spanish French 67% 50.8

Table 4: BLEU and % words perturbed results of NMT-
Text-Attack on Yelp and Movie Reviews(MR) Datasets

Dataset Algorithm BLEU Score %Words Perturbed
MR TextFooler 0.37 16.07

TextFooler + NMT 0.48 19.33
TextBugger 0.47 5.17
TextBugger + NMT 0.62 11.75
PWWS 0.43 11.57
PWWS + NMT 0.57 15.19

Yelp TextFooler 0.50 41.43
TextFooler + NMT 0.68 56.27
TextBugger 0.50 34.56
TextBugger + NMT 0.53 34.60
PWWS 0.53 35.90
PWWS + NMT 0.73 50.91

average by 20%. This shows that the integration of
our attack-agnostic algorithm provides significant
performance increase even in situations where the
attack is facing unseen languages.

To provide further substantiate the performance
of NMT-Text-Attack, we provide a detailed set of
results in Table 4. Here, we see that algorithms
with NMT-Text-Attack consistently provide higher
BLEU scores than their original versions by a sig-
nificant margin. We see that the percentage of
words perturbed remains lower in the original algo-
rithm. However, given the combination of higher
performance across the mentioned metrics and gen-
eralisation to unseen languages, we believe that this
result justifies itself.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we demonstrate the ineffectiveness
of current text adversarial attack algorithms to
round-trip translation, and provide an intervention-
based method to improve robustness to round-trip
translation in these algorithms. We show that this
intervention (NMT-Text-Attack) has minimal ef-
fect on the actual semantic metrics but can sig-
nificantly improve the attack success rate against
back-translation, suggesting that there exist a new
set of robust text adversarial examples. The attack-
agnostic nature of the algorithm along with its high-
quality performance makes it an effective error
diagnosing tool with any existing text attack for
inspecting model robustness.

6 Appendix

6.1 Ethical Concerns

Our paper discusses the potential weakness of NLP
models to round-trip translation, and describes an
algorithm that can make the weakness more robust.
However, we believe that we give new insights in
studying text adversarial examples and will spur
more robust machine learning models in the future.
We are also the first individuals to introduce the
vulnerability to round-trip translation, which pro-
vides opportunity to develop robust models in a
novel setting.

6.2 Computational Resources

For the implementation of our algorithm and ex-
periments, we use Google Colab as our base GPU
provider. The GPU typically provided is is Tesla -
P100. We use 190 GPU hours to run all our experi-
ments. We use a pre-trained BERT model with 12-
head attention and 110 million parameters, which
is typical of BERT models.

6.3 Machine Translation Setup

We use the Opus-MT set of models through the
EasyNMT library (Tang et al., 2020). Opus-MT
consists of 1200 models trained on several lan-
guages for open translation. The architecture for
the Opus-MT models is based on a standard trans-
former setup with 6 self-attentive layers in both,
the encoder and decoder network with 8 attention
heads in each layer. This architecture is used to
back-translate the target reviews from English to
French, German and Spanish, and back to English.

6.4 Adversarial Attack Settings

Algorithm 1 details a general template of several
state of the art adversarial attacks we have used
in the paper. In this section we detail the exact
settings used for each adversarial attack when inte-
grated with NMT-Text-Attack. These are standard
approaches used directly from the TextAttack Li-
brary with no changes in standard settings.

6.4.1 Textfooler

• Word Importance Selection

– Max allowable replacement candidate gen-
eration for synonyms: 40.



– Transformation Embedding Mechanism:
Counterfitted Glove Embeddings (Mrkšić
et al., 2016a)

• Word Replacement:

– Pre-transformation constraints:

* RepeatModification: A constraint disal-
lowing the modification of words which
have already been modified

* StopwordModification: A constraint dis-
allowing the modification of stopwords

– Constraints:

* Minimum cosine distance between word
embeddings = 0.5

* Part of Speech : Only replace words
with the same part of speech (or nouns
with verbs)

* Universal Sentence Encoder with a min-
imum angular similarity of = 0.5.

* Word Swapping Technique: Greedy
Word Swap with Word Importance
Ranking with word importance ranking
conducted using input deletion method.

6.4.2 TextBugger

• Word Importance Selection

– Max allowable replacement candidate gen-
eration for synonyms: 40.

– Transformation Embedding Mechanism:
Counterfitted Glove Embeddings (Mrkšić
et al., 2016a)

– Allowable Swap Mechanisms: Character In-
sertion, Character Deletion, Adjacent Char-
acter Swap, Homoglyph Swap.

• Word Replacement:

– Pre-transformation constraints:

* RepeatModification: A constraint disal-
lowing the modification of words which
have already been modified

* StopwordModification: A constraint dis-
allowing the modification of stopwords

– Constraints:

* Universal Sentence Encoder with a min-
imum angular similarity of = 0.84

* Word Swapping Technique: Greedy
Word Swap with Word Importance
Ranking with word importance ranking
conducted using input deletion method.

6.4.3 PWWS

• Word Importance Selection

– Max allowable replacement candidate gen-
eration for synonyms: 40.

– Transformation Embedding Mechanism:
Word Swap by swapping synonyms in Word-
Net (Miller, 1998)

– Allowable Swap Mechanisms: Character In-
sertion, Character Deletion, Adjacent Char-
acter Swap, Homoglyph Swap.

• Word Replacement:

– Pre-transformation constraints:

* RepeatModification: A constraint disal-
lowing the modification of words which
have already been modified

* StopwordModification: A constraint dis-
allowing the modification of stopwords

– Constraints:

* Word Swapping Technique: Greedy
Word Swap with Word Importance
Ranking with word importance rank-
ing conducted using weighted saliency
method.

6.4.4 Kuleshov

• Word Importance Selection

– Max allowable replacement candidate gen-
eration for synonyms: 15.

– Transformation Embedding Mechanism:
Counterfitted Glove Embeddings (Mrkšić
et al., 2016a)

• Word Replacement:

– Pre-transformation constraints:

* RepeatModification: A constraint disal-
lowing the modification of words which
have already been modified

* StopwordModification: A constraint dis-
allowing the modification of stopwords

– Constraints:

* Max words perturbed = 50

* Maximum thought vector Euclidean dis-
tance = 0.2

* Maximum language model log-
probability difference = 2

* Word Swapping Technique: Greedy
Word Search.



6.4.5 DeepWordBug

• Word Importance Selection

– Max allowable replacement candidate gen-
eration for synonyms: 40

– Embedding Transformation Mechanism:
Counterfitted Glove Embeddings (Mrkšić
et al., 2016a)

– Allowable Swap Mechanisms: Character In-
sertion, Character Deletion, Adjacent Char-
acter Swap, Random Character Substitu-
tion.

• Word Replacement:

– Pre-transformation constraints:

* RepeatModification: A constraint disal-
lowing the modification of words which
have already been modified

* StopwordModification: A constraint dis-
allowing the modification of stopwords

– Constraints:

* Maximum Levenshtien Edit Distance=
30.

* Word Swapping Technique: Greedy
Word Swap with Word Importance
Ranking with word importance ranking
conducted using input deletion method.

6.4.6 BAE

• Word Importance Selection

– Max allowable replacement candidate gen-
eration for synonyms: 40

– Transformation Embedding Mechanism:
Transformer AutoTokenizer and word re-
placement using Masked Language Mod-
elling. (Mrkšić et al., 2016a)

• Word Replacement:

– Pre-transformation constraints:

* RepeatModification: A constraint disal-
lowing the modification of words which
have already been modified

* StopwordModification: A constraint dis-
allowing the modification of stopwords

– Constraints:

* Part of Speech : Only replace words
with the same part of speech (or nouns
with verbs)

* Universal Sentence Encoder with a min-
imum angular similarity = 0.93.

* Word Swapping Technique: Greedy
Word Swap with Word Importance
Ranking with word importance ranking
conducted using input deletion method.

6.5 Examples of NMT-TextAttack

1. Original : drawing on an irresistible , languid
romanticism , byler reveals the ways in which a
sultry evening or a beer-fueled afternoon in the sun
can inspire even the most retiring heart to venture
forth . (Sentiment: Positive)

Adversarial (TextFooler): drawing on an gar-
gantuan , lolling melodrama , byler betrays the
ways in which a sultry evening or a beer-fueled af-
ternoon in the sun can inspire even the most retiring
heart to venture forth . (Sentiment: Negative)

Adversarial (TextFooler+NMT-Text-Attack):
drawing on an inexorable, crooning melodrama
byler reveals the ways in which a sultry evening or
a beer-fueled afternoon in the sun can inspire even
the most retiring heart to venture forth. (Sentiment:
Negative)

Back-Translated (TextFooler): drawing on a
giant melodrama, melodrama lolling, Byler betrays
the ways in which a sensual afternoon or an after-
noon of beer fed in the sun can inspire even the
most outgoing heart to venture forward. (Senti-
ment: Positive)

Back-Translated (TextFooler+NMT-Text-
Attack): drawing on a melodrama byler inexorable
betrays the ways in which a sensual afternoon or
an afternoon of beer fed in the sun can inspire
even the most outgoing heart to venture forward
(Sentiment: Negative)

2. Original : Exceptionally well acted by Diane
Lane and Richard Gere . (Sentiment: Positive)

Adversarial (TextFooler): Exceptionally op-
portune acted by Diane Lane and Richard Gere
.(Sentiment: Negative)

Adversarial (TextFooler+NMT-Text-Attack):
Exceptionally better acted by Diane Lane and
Richard Gere (Sentiment: Negative)

Back-Translated (TextFooler): exceptionally
timely performed by Diane Lane and Richard Gere.
(Sentiment: Positive)

Back-Translated (TextFooler+NMT-Text-
Attack): exceptionally better performed by Diane
Lane and Richard Gere (Sentiment: Negative)



3.Original : this kind of hands-on storytelling
is ultimately what makes shanghai ghetto move
beyond a good , dry , reliable textbook and what al-
lows it to rank with its worthy predecessors . (Sen-
timent: Positive)

Adversarial (PWWS): this tolerant of hands-on
storytelling is ultimately what piss shanghai ghetto
move beyond a good , dry , reliable textbook and
what allows it to gross with its worthy predecessors
(Sentiment: Negative)

Adversarial (PWWS+NMT-TextAttack):this
tolerant of hands-on storytelling is ultimately what
makes shanghai ghetto move beyond a good , dry ,
reliable textbook and what allows it to place with
its worthy predecessors . (Sentiment: Negative)

Back-Translated (PWWS): This tolerant of
practical narration is ultimately what pis shanghai
ghetto move beyond a good, dry, reliable textbook
and what allows rough with its worthy predeces-
sors. (Sentiment: Positive)

Back-Translated (PWWS+NMT-Text-
Attack): this tolerant of narration is ultimately
what builds the shanghai ghetto to move beyond a
good reliable dry text book and what allows it to
grossly with its worthy predecessors. (Sentiment:
Negative)

4.Original : I went there today! I have an awful
experience. They lady that cut my hair was nice
but she wanted to leave early so she made a disaster
in my head! (Sentiment: Positive)

Adversarial (PWWS): I went there today! I
have an awesome experience. They lady that cut
my hair was nice but she wanted to leave early
so she made a disaster in my head!(Sentiment:
Negative)

Adversarial (PWWS+NMT-TextAttack):I
went there today! I have an direful experience!
They lady that cut my hair was nice but she wanted
to leave early so she made a disaster in my head
(Sentiment: Negative)

Back-Translated (PWWS): I went there today.
I have a amazing experience. The lady who cut my
hair was nice, but she wanted to leave early, so she
made a mess of my head. (Sentiment: Positive)

Back-Translated (PWWS+NMT-Text-
Attack): I went there today. I have a terrible
experience. The lady who cut my hair was nice,
but she wanted to leave early, so she made a mess
of my head.(Sentiment: Negative)

5.Original : I fell in love with this place as soon
as we pulled up and saw the lights strung up and

oldies coming from the speakers! I tried the banana
cream pie hard ice cream, their scoops are very
generous!! My bf got the peach cobbler hard ice
cream and that was to die for! We got 4 servings
of ice cream for $10, which nowadays is a steal
IMO! :) I’ll definitely be heading back with my
coworkers this week! (Sentiment: Positive)

Adversarial (TextBugger): I declined in love
with this place as shortly as we pulled up and saw
the headlights stung up and oldies coming from
the speakers! I tried the ban ana cream pe hard
ice cream, their scoops are very generous!! My
bf got the peach cobbler hard ice cream and that
was to die for! We got 4 servings of ice cream
for $10, which nowadays is a steal IMO! :) I’ll
definitely be heading back with my coworkers this
w eek!(Sentiment: Negative)

Adversarial (TextBugger+NMT-TextAttack):I
fell in love with this place as soon as we pulled
up and saw the lights strung up and oldies coming
from the speakers! I tried the banana cream pie
hard ice cream, their scoops are very generous!!
My bf got the peach cobbler hard ice cream and that
was to die for! We got 4 servings of ice cream for
$10, which existent is a theft IMO! :) I’ll doubtless
be heading back with my coworkers this week!
(Sentiment: Negative)

Back-Translated (TextBugger): I decided in
love with this place as soon as we got up and
climbed the chopped headlights and the old ones
coming from the speakers! I’ve had the hard ice
cream of ban ana cream, its spoonfuls are very gen-
erous! My friend got the hard iced peach pie and
it was to die! We have 4 servings of ice cream
for $10, which today is an OMI robbery! :) I’ll
definitely be coming back with my coworkers this
w eek! (Sentiment: Positive)

Back-Translated (TextBugger+NMT-Text-
Attack): I fell in love with this place as soon as
we stopped and saw the stiff, old lights coming
from the loudspeakers! I have tasted the hard
frozen banana cream cake, its spoonfuls are very
generous!! My bf got the hard iced peach pie and
he was going to die for it! We have 4 servings of
ice cream for $10, which exists is an OMI robbery!
:) I will definitely return with my co-workers this
week!(Sentiment: Negative)



6.6 Walkthrough of TextFooler+NMT-Text-Attack

This section is concerened with providing an intuitive overview of the working of the attack agonostic
NMT-Text-Attack algorithm with TextFooler. For ease of understanding, we use only one language for
translation: Spanish. The algorithm, as shown before, is divided into sections. The first section, as shown
in Figure 3, is the Word Importance Ranking section. Here, as per TextFooler’s prescribed process, each
word is replaced from the sentence and it’s importance is evaluated by the change in classification score
of the sentence before and after replacement.

On calculating the importance ranking score, we move to the second section, as shown in Figure 4.
Here, we find synonyms for each word from the counterfitted GloVe word embeddings. These words are
appended into the sentences replacing the original word, and passed to the NMT-Text-Attack Module.
Here, the sentence undergoes round-trip translation to assess whether the inclusion of the word maintains
robustness of the original attack under translation. We then collect the candidate sentences, and pass them
through the final constraint requirement list, local to TextFooler. This includes checking whether the
replaced word maintains the original word’s POS tag, and then ranks them based on highest similarity
score through USE embeddings and cosine similarity. Finally, we receive the adversarial example robust
to round-trip translation.

Figure 3: Word Importance Ranking Process

Figure 4: Word Replacement Process
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